
Healthy people, healthy
business: a thriving
workforce for '23 &

beyond
 

pro-manchester Wellbeing Champions Lunch
 
 
 

SPONSORSHIP



As we come into January we will be looking at employee wellbeing
strategies, to kick the year off as we mean to go on.

Our inspirational line up of experts will share their insights on how to
create achievable plans to develop a well, happy, engaged and high
performing workforce, which will have a positive impact on business
success. How do businesses go about creating the right culture to
allow people to thrive? How can we educate and support employees
regarding their health and wellbeing?

Prepare to be inspired by some incredible stories of lived experiences;
the methods and techniques they have used to overcome extreme
adversity and the overwhelming positivity.

ABOUT THE
EVENT



PREMIUM LUNCH
SPONSORSHIP

£3,000 + VAT

Opportunity to put forward a speaker for the
expert panel or do a 5 minute open/close
10 delegate places
Logo and profile on event listing
Logo on the event email campaign and all follow up
emails
Logo & profile on post event emailing
Logo on all event literature
Opportunity to have banner/ exhibition stands at
the event
Opportunity to distribute corporate material &
gifts
Opportunity to do a card drop competition for data
capture opportunities
Opportunity to provide a sponsored blog for the
pro-manchester website
Member spotlight on pro manchester website
Logo on weekly newsletter for 1 month
Full delegate list prior to the event



STANDARD LUNCH
SPONSORSHIP

£1,500 + VAT

6 delegate places
Opportunity to put forward a speaker for the
expert panel
Logo & profile on event listing
Logo on the event email campaign and all follow up
emails
Logo & profile on post event emailing 
Logo on all event literature
Opportunity to have banner/exhibition stands at
the event
Opportunity to distribute corporate material
Opportunity to provide a sponsored blog for the
pro-manchester website
Logo on weekly newsletter for 1 month
Full delegate list prior to the event


